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The Office of  Graduate 
Fellowships & Awards

Get Started

Each month, the Office of Graduate Fellowships 
& Awards publishes a list of upcoming fellowship 
deadlines. You can find more opportunities using 
Pivot, or meet with OGFA to discuss opportunities 

that you are interested in. 

Note: Current month deadlines are reminders.

*Titles of fellowships are hyperlinks*

Table of  Contents:

Travel -  Opportunities for graduate students who 
want to teach, study, or take their research across 
the country or world

Master’s - Opportunities for graduate students 
pursuing a master’s degree (also includes 
opportunities for students in professional programs)

Doctoral - Opportunities for graduate students at 
any stage of the doctoral degree

About the Deadlines

OGFA assists current FSU graduate students 
with articulating their interests and ambitions 

in support of identifying and applying for 
external funding opportunities.

Visit ogfa.fsu.edu to download our 
newsletter, attend a workshop, 

or find more information 
about applying for external funding 

opportunities.

Click below to schedule an initial meeting

or visit bit.ly/ogfameeting

http://ogfa.fsu.edu
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
https://fsu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0xFEgfPewx2dj6t
https://www.research.fsu.edu/research-fsu/pivot
http://ogfa.fsu.edu
https://fsu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0xFEgfPewx2dj6t
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Wolf  Trap Internships 
November 1, 2016
Spring, Summer, and Fall internships available to foster the next generation of  arts leaders. 12-week program 
with flexible start and end dates in Washington, D.C.

Dumbarton Oaks Fellowships
November 1, 2016

 Junior Fellowship: Fellowships for students who have fulfilled all preliminary requirements for the  
 PhD or appropriate final degree and will be working on a dissertation or final project at Dumbarton Oaks  
 under the direction of  a faculty member at their own university.

 Summer Fellowship: Fellowships for Byzantine, Pre-Columbian, or Garden & Landscape scholars  
 on any level of  advancement beyond the first year of  graduate study.

 Mellon Fellowships in Urban Landscape Studies: Fellowships intended for scholars and  
 designers to pursue research on the history and current conditions of  urban landscapes.

The Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grants
November 1, 2016
Awarded to aid doctoral or thesis research. The program contributes to the Foundation’s overall mission to 
support basic research in anthropology and to ensure that the discipline continues to provide significant work 
that furthers our understanding of  humanity’s cultural and biological origins, development, and variation.

DAAD Graduate Student Scholarships and Grants
*See website for more opportunities.

 German Studies Research Grant
 November 1, 2016
 Specialized DAAD program designed to encourage research and promote the study of  culutral, political,  
 historical, economic and social aspects of  modern and contemporary German affairs from and inter- and  
 multidisciplinary perspective. Must be nominated by department/program chair. Grant may be used for  
 short-term research (one to two months) in Germany.
 

Travel

 DAAD Graduate Research Grants
 November 4, 2016
 For those who have completed a Master’s degree and wish to conduct research in Germany, including  
 those who wish to earn a doctoral degree in Germany.

 University Summer Course Grant
 December 1, 2016
 Scholarships for Master’s students to attend a broad range of  three- to four-week summer courses at  
 German universities which focus mainly on German language and literary, cultural, political and   
 economic aspects of  modern and contemporary Germany.

 Intensive Language Courses in Germany
 December 1, 2016
 Grants for students who wish to attend 80week intensive language courses at leading institutes in   
 Germany.

Henry Luce Foundation/ACLS Program in China Studies Travel Grants 
November 9, 2016 
Predissertation summer travel grants, postdoctoral fellowships as well as collaborative reading-workshop grants 
available for travel to China.

Leifur Eiríksson Foundation Scholarship Program 
November 15, 2016
For graduate research or study at universities in Iceland. Up to $25,000 in project costs, including travel to and 
from the research or study site will be paid on the scholar’s behalf.

Critical Language Scholarship Program
November 16, 2016
U.S. government effort to expand dramatically the number of  Americans studying and mastering critical foreign 
languages (Azerbaijani, Bangla/Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian, Korean, Punjabi, Swahili, Turkish, Urdu, Arabic, 
Persian, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian).

National Museum of  the American Indian Internship Program
November 20, 2016
Internships are provided for students interested in the museum profession and related fields. Locations are in 
Maryland, Washington D.C. or New York for a duration of  10 weeks.

DOE Office of  Science Graduate Student Research (SCGSR) Program
November 21, 2016
Prepares graduate students for STEM careers critically important to the DOE Office of  Science mission, by 
providing graduate thesis research opportunities at DOE laboratories.

Naval Research Enterprise Internship Program
November 30, 2016
Summer internships for STEM students to participate in research at a Department of  Navy lab.

Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Grants
December 1, 2016
Funding for American artists to perform at important cultural festivals and art marketplaces around the globe.

https://twitter.com/fsuogfa
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
http://www.wolftrap.org/education/programs/internships.aspx
http://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-grants/fellowships
http://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-grants/fellowships/terms
http://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-grants/fellowships/terms
http://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-grants/fellowships/mellon-fellowships-in-urban-landscape-studies
http://www.wennergren.org/programs/dissertation-fieldwork-grants
https://daad.org/graduates
https://daad.org/?p=50129
https://daad.org/1891916
https://www.daad.org/1891849
https://www.daad.org/1891851
http://www.acls.org/programs/china-studies/
http://www.leifureirikssonfoundation.org/scholarship/
http://www.clscholarship.org/
http://nmai.si.edu/connect/internships/
http://science.energy.gov/wdts/scgsr/
https://nreip.asee.org/
http://www.midatlanticarts.org/grants-programs/grants-for-artists/#usartists-international
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Travel (Continued)
John Carter Brown Library Research Fellowships
December 1, 2016
Supports research at the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University on the colonial history of  the Americas, 
including all aspects of  the European, African, and Native American involvement.

Carnegie Saharan Crossroads Fellowship Program
December 15, 2016 (anticipated)
Sponsored by the American Institute for Maghrebi Studies (AIMS) and West African Research Association 
(WARA), Saharan Crossroads seeks to counter the conceptual divide separating North and sub- Saharan Africa 
and the tendency to view the Sahara Desert as an impenetrable barrier dividing the continent into the northern 
“white” and sub-Saharan “black” Africa.

Qasid Annual Scholarship Program
December 15, 2016
Scholarship to study Arabic at the Qasid Arabic Institute.

Department of  Homeland Security HS-STEM Summer Internship Program
December (anticipated)
10-week summer internship in a broad spectrum of  research areas for students majoring in homeland security 
disciplines related to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Provides students with quality research 
experiences at federal research facilities across the country. Areas of  research include engineering, computer 
science, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biological/life sciences, environmental science, emergency and incident 
management, social sciences, and more.

RAND Graduate Student Summer Associate Program
January 5, 2017
Locations: Santa Monica, Washington DC, Pittsburgh, or Boston
Program designed to introduce students to RAND, an institution that conducts research on a wide range of  
national security problems and domestic and international social policy issues. Designed for full-time students 
who have completed at least two years of  graduate work leading to a doctorate or professional degree (e.g., law, 
medicine, engineering).

Kobe College Corporation/Japan Education Exchange - Graduate Fellowship Program
January 9, 2017
The KCC Japan Education Exchange Graduate Fellowships Program was established in 1996 to support qualified 
graduate students for research or study in Japan. The purpose of  the fellowship is to support future American 
educators who will teach more effectively about Japan.

American School of  Classical Studies at Athens Fellowships and Grants
January 15, 2017
One-year and short-term fellowships to travel to and study at the American School of  Classical Studies at Athens

Chateaubriand Fellowship
January 20, 2017 (anticipated)
Grant offered by the Embassy of  France in the United States allowing doctoral students enrolled in American 
universities to conduct research in France for 4 to 9 months. Fellowships are available in STEM and Humanities 
& Social Sciences fields.

Boren Fellowship
January 31, 2017
Boren Fellowships provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. graduate students to study less commonly 
taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests, and underrepresented in study abroad, including 
Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. The countries of  Western 
Europe, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are excluded.

Villers Fellowship for Health Care Justice
January 2017 (anticipated)
Year-long fellowship as a policy analyst for Families USA in Washington D.C. Commitment to social health care 
justice advocacy is expected.

Andrew W. Mellon Mediterranean Regional Research Fellowship
January 30, 2017
The Council of  American Overseas Research Centers is pleased to offer a focused regional fellowship program 
enabling pre- and early postdoctoral scholars to carry out research in the humanities and related social sciences 
in countries bordering the Mediterranean and served by American overseas research centers. These fellowships 
foster international scholarship, education and cultural dialogue.

The Multi-Country Research Fellowship
January 30, 2017
This Council of  American Overseas Research Centers fellowship program supports advanced regional or trans-
regional research in the humanities, social sciences, or allied natural sciences for U.S. doctoral candidates and 
scholars who have already earned their Ph.D. Preference will be given to candidates examining comparative and/
or cross-regional research. Scholars must carry out research for a minimum of  90 days in two or more countries 
outside the United States, at least one of  which hosts a participating American overseas research center.

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) Student Travel Awards
Deadline: Seven months before the first day of  the conference for which support is requested.
Travel awards to help students attend and present at SIAM conferences.

Institute for Humane Studies Conference and Research Grant
Deadline: Rolling, at least four weeks before activity for which you are seeking funding
Grants awarded to graduate students advancing the principles of  freedom through their career to present at 
academic or professional conferences, travel to academic job interviews on a campus or at a conference, travel to 
archives or libraries for research, and participate in career-development seminars.

The Center for Jewish History Steinberg Fund for Emerging Jewish Filmmakers
Deadline: Rolling
Funding to for projects whose subject matter is in line with the collections housed at the Center for Jewish 
History and who plan to do research at the Center’s archives in New York. The goal of  this fellowship is to 
provide small stipends to emerging filmmakers working on topics related to modern Jewish history, and is not 
limited to film students.

https://twitter.com/fsuogfa
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
https://www.brown.edu/academics/libraries/john-carter-brown/fellowships
http://aimsnorthafrica.org/fellowships/summer_grants.cfm
http://www.qasid.com/admissions/qasid-annual-scholarship-program/
http://www.orau.gov/dhseducation/internships/index.html
http://www.rand.org/about/edu_op/fellowships/gsap.html
http://www.kccjee.org/#!graduate-fellowship-program/chod
http://www.ascsa.edu.gr/index.php/admission-membership/grants
http://www.chateaubriand-fellowship.org/
https://www.borenawards.org/boren_fellowship/basics.html
http://familiesusa.org/about-us/careers/villers-fellowship
https://caorc.fluidreview.com/
https://caorc.fluidreview.com/
http://www.siam.org/prizes/sponsored/travel.php
https://theihs.org/funding/ihs-conference-research-grant/?utm_source=Grad&utm_medium=email&utm_content=crg%2016,%20ProFellow%20newsletter%20for%20Aug%202;%20research%20before%20conferences%20messaging,%208/1/2016&utm_campaign=crg%2016
http://cjh.org/p/36
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 Diane Woodend Jones Leadership Legacy Scholarship
 Scholarship for an outstanding young woman pursuing graduate studies working toward a career in   
 transportation or a related field, and who demonstrates a specific interest in advancing transportation  
 innovation in the international arena.

Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars Middle East Program Internships
November 15, 2016
The Program concentrates on long-term developments and how they impact stability and growth in the region 
and its relations with the U.S. The Program’s meetings, conferences and reports assess the policy implications 
of  regional developments, the region’s role in the international arena, American interests in the region, strategic 
threats to and from the regional states, and the role and future prospects of  the region’s energy resources.

Society for Historians of  American Foreign Relations Foreign Language Fellowship
November 15, 2016
The SHAFR Michael J. Hogan Fellowship promotes research in foreign language resources by graduate students 
researching some aspect of  U.S. foreign relations history.

GEM MS Engineering Fellowship Program
November 15, 2016
Promotes the benefits of  a master’s degree within industry. Fellows are provided practical engineering summer 
work experiences through an employer sponsor & an academic year fellowship of  tuition, fees, and a stipend.

Tallahassee Mayoral Fellowship Program
Late November
Yearlong fellowship for graduate students to engage with key areas of  City government and serve in invaluable 
front-line positions alongside top leaders of  City Hall. Open to those in public administration, urban and regional 
planning, social sciences, and related fields.

Knowles Science Teaching Foundation Fellowship
November 27, 2016
Teaching fellowships for those who commit to teaching mathematics or science as their primary career, providing 
new math and science teachers (1st and 2nd year of  teaching) with professional development, resources, and 
support to improve STEM education in our schools.

Garden Club of  America Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship in Conservation Horticulture
November 30, 2016
Annual research grant for graduate students in biology, horticulture, or a related field.

SMART Fellowship through the Department of  Defense (DoD)
December 1, 2016
Aims to increase the number of  civilian scientists and engineers working at DoD laboratories by supporting 
undergraduate and graduate students pursuing STEM degrees.

Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship
December 1, 2016
Open to students whose principal or major studies have been in the fields of  art, architecture, dance, landscape 
architecture, music, theatre, or urban and regional planning.

American Psychological Foundation Roy Scrivner Memorial Research Grant
November 1, 2016
Grant for empirical and applied research focused on lesbian, gay, and bisexual family psychology and lesbian, gay 
and bisexual family therapy for those working in STEM, behavioral sciences, social sciences, and related fields.

Society for Human Resource Management Student Scholarship Program 
November 1, 2016
Scholarships may be used for master’s degree programs with an emphasis area in HR or an HR-related program 
(such as business, psychology, or labor relations).

Florida Library Association Scholarships
November 2, 2016
Scholarships for students in Master’s of  Library Science graduate program.

Google SVA Scholarship
November 4, 2016
In partnership with Student Veterans of  America, the Google SVA scholarship provides assistance to student 
veterans who are pursuing university degrees in the field of  computer science in the U.S.

National Science Foundation East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes
November 10, 2016
Award provides first-hand research experiences in Australia, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, or 
Taiwan; an introduction to the science, science policy, and scientific infrastructure of  the respective location; and 
an orientation to the society, culture, and language.

WTS International Scholarships
November 14, 2016
*Contact OGFA if  interested in applying*

 Helene M. Overly Memorial Graduate Scholarship Scholarship for women enrolled in a  
 transportation-related degree program such as transportation engineering, urban and regional planning,  
 finance, or logistics. Must apply through a local chapter. Local chapter scholarship winners are eligible for  
 the national WTS scholarship.

Master’s

http://ogfa.fsu.edu
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
http://www.wtsinternational.org/northeastflorida/scholarship/
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/opportunity/internships-the-middle-east-program
https://shafr.org/members/fellowships-grants/michael-j-hogan-foreign-language-fellowship
http://www.gemfellowship.org/students/gem-fellowship-program/
https://www.talgov.com/mayor/mayor-initiatives-fellowship.aspx
http://www.kstf.org/fellowships/
https://www.gcamerica.org/index.cfm/scholarships/details/id/16
http://smart.asee.org/
https://faa.illinois.edu/alumni-friends/kate-neal-kinley-memorial-fellowship
http://www.apa.org/apf/funding/scrivner.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/about/foundation/scholarships/pages/default.aspx
http://www.flalib.org/scholarships
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/google-sva-scholarship/
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5284
http://www.wtsinternational.org/northeastflorida/scholarship/
http://www.wtsinternational.org/northeastflorida/scholarship/
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Association for Education Finance and Policy Grants and Awards
December 31, 2016

 Roe L. Johns Travel Grants: Need-based travel grants awarded to graduate students in the area of   
 education finance and policy who present papers at the AEFP Annual Conference.

 New Scholars Award: Supports significant research by master’s and doctoral students whose   
 research addresses education finance and policy.

Guy Harvey Scholarship Award 
January 5, 2017 by 4 PM
Supports full time graduate students at Florida institutions of  higher education who are conducting research 
related to the biology, ecology, habitat or management of  fish in Florida’s marine environment.

American Water Works Association Scholarships
January 10, 2017
Numerous scholarships for students in the field of  water works.

American Association of  Family & Consumer Sciences National Graduate Fellowship 
January 9, 2017
Awards graduate fellowships to individuals who have exhibited the potential to make contributions to the 
family and consumer sciences profession. The field of  family and consumer sciences encompasses the study of  
relationships among people and their personal environments in order to strengthen communities and advance the 
well-being of  individuals and families over their lifespan.

American Association of  University Women (AAUW) Selected Professions Fellowships
January 10, 2017
Fellowships are awarded to women who intend to pursue a full-time course of  study at accredited U.S. institutions 
during the fellowship year in one of  the designated degree programs where women’s participation traditionally 
has been low.

Humanity in Action - Summer Graduate Fellowship Program in Diplomacy and Diversity 
January 13, 2017 (anticipated)
Description: Fellows travel to Washington, DC, Berlin, and Warsaw to study how American and European 
governments and societies are responding to a wide range of  international issues. 

International Literacy Association Awards and Grants
January 15, 2017

 Elva Knight Research Grant: Grant for research in reading and literacy
 

 Jeanne S. Chall Research Fellowship: Grant to support reading research by promising scholars.

 Steven A. Stahl Research Grant: Support for graduate students who have at least three years of   
 teaching experience and who are conducting classroom research

Hurst Review/American Association of  Colleges of  Nursing Scholarship
January 15, 2017
Scholarships fror students pursuing professional nursing degrees.

American Society for Nutrition Predoctoral Fellowships
December 1, 2016
Fellowship for students in nutrition research.

Google Scholarships

 Women Techmakers Scholars Program
 December 1, 2016
 Awards for female graduate students in computer science, computer engineering, or closely related   
 technical field. Includes support for the academic year and participation in the Annual Scholars’ Retreat.

 Generation Google Scholarship
 December 1, 2016
 Established to help aspiring computer scientists excel in technology and become leaders in the field.

 Google Lime Scholarship
 December 4, 2016
 Scholarship program to help university students with disabilities work toward their academic goals in the  
 field of  computer science.

American Association of  University Women Fellowships and Grants

 International Fellowships
 December 1, 2016
 Awarded for full-time study or research in the United States to women who are not U.S. citizens or   
 permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies at accredited U.S. institutions are supported.

 Career Development Grants
 December 15, 2016
 Funding to women who hold a bachelor’s degree and are preparing to advance or change careers or   
 reenter the workforce. Primary consideration is given to women of  color and women pursuing their first  
 advanced degree or credentials in nontraditional fields.

Golden Key Scholarships
December 15, 2016
Numerous scholars, awards, and grants for Golden Key members.

Philanthropic Education Organization (P.E.O.) International Peace Scholarship
Eligibility form must be completed by December 15
The International Peace Scholarship Fund provides scholarships for selected women from other countries   
for graduate study in the United States and Canada. Members of  P.E.O. believe that education is fundamental to 
world peace and understanding.

Master’s (Continued)

http://ogfa.fsu.edu
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
http://www.aefpweb.org/annualconference/awards
https://www.flseagrant.org/students/scholarships/guyharvey/
http://www.awwa.org/membership/get-involved/student-center/awwa-scholarships.aspx
http://www.aafcs.org/Awards/index.asp
http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/selected-professions-fellowships/
http://www.humanityinaction.org/programs/10-the-diplomacy-and-diversity-fellowship
http://www.literacyworldwide.org/about-us/awards-grants
https://www.hurstreview.com/AACN/
https://www.nutrition.org/about-asn/awards/pre-doctoral/
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/the-generation-google-scholarship/
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/the-google-lime-scholarship/
http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/
http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/international-fellowships/
http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/career-development-grants/
https://www.goldenkey.org/scholarships-awards/listing/
http://www.peointernational.org/about-peo-international-peace-scholarship-ips
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McKnight Doctoral Fellowship
January 15, 2017
Designed to address the under-representation of  African American and Hispanic faculty at colleges and 
universities in Florida by increasing the pool of  candidates qualified with Ph. D. degrees to teach at the college 
and university levels. Currently enrolled Ph.D students are not eligible.

AAMFT Now Is The Time Minority Fellowship Program
January 20, 2017 (anticipated)
American Association of  Marriage and Family Therapy Fellowship for master’s students enrolled in a Marriage 
and Family Therapy master’s program interested in service provision to the nation’s youth.

American College of  Sports Medicine Dr. Raymond A. Weiss Research Endowment
January 20, 2017
Established for ACSM students studying exercise science. One project will be funded for applied research, with 
the intent of  applying the results to programs involving physical activity and sports. The psychological and 
emotional benefits of  physical activity are of  particular importance to the benefactors of  this endowment.

Pittsburgh Foundation - Walter Reed Hovey Memorial Fund
January 21, 2017
The Fellowship is intended to provide scholarships to advance the professional career of  young persons with 
talent in the field of  art history and related fields.

Intercollegiate Studies Institute Graduate Fellowships
January 23, 2017
Seeks to further an understanding of  the principles held by the American Founding Fathers and the culture that 
formed their values and views.

Mister Rogers Memorial Scholarship 
January 31, 2017 (anticipated)
$10,000 scholarships to support and encourage graduate students to pursue a career in children’s media and 
further the values and principles of  Fred Rogers’ work.

Spencer Educational Foundation Graduate Scholarships
January 31, 2017
Scholarships for master’s and pre-dissertation Ph.D. students studying education.

Philanthropic Educational Organization (P.E.O.) Program for Continuing Education
Deadline: 3-4 months prior to the start of  the term for which the grant is requested
One-time need based grants to women who are citizens or legal permanent residents of  the U.S. or Canada for 
use in completing a degree or certification necessary for improving or gaining skills leading to employment.

American Psychological Foundation Roy Scrivner Memorial Research Grant
November 1, 2016
Grant for empirical and applied research focused on lesbian, gay, & bisexual family psychology & lesbian, gay & 
bisexual family therapy for students in STEM, behavioral sciences, social sciences, & related fields.

Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans
November 1, 2016
Every year, The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships for New Americans supports thirty New Americans, immigrants 
or the children of  immigrants, who are pursuing graduate school in the United States. Selection criteria 
emphasize creativity, originality, initiative, and sustained accomplishment. The program values a commitment to 
the Constitution and the Bill of  Rights.

Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grants
November 1, 2016
The program contributes to the Foundation’s overall mission to support basic research in anthropology and to 
ensure that the discipline continues to be a source of  vibrant and significant work.

AERA Minority Dissertation Fellowship Program in Education Research
November 1, 2016
American Educational Research Associtation Fellowships support doctoral dissertation research and to advance 
education research by outstanding minority graduate students.

Google SVA Scholarship
November 4, 2016
Google established the Google SVA Scholarship in partnership with Student Veterans of  America. The   
scholarship provides assistance to student veterans who are pursuing university degrees in the field of    
computer science in the U.S.

Autism Speaks Dennis Weatherstone Pre-doctoral Fellowship Program
November 5, 2016 (anticipated)
Two-year fellowship for students interested in pursuing careers in autism research. Funding supports the entire 
research continuum - from discovery to development to dissemination - for innovative projects that hold 
considerable promise for significantly improving the lives of  those affected by autism.

Doctoral

http://ogfa.fsu.edu
mailto:ogfa-info@fsu.edu
http://www.fefonline.org/mdfapply/
http://www.aamftfoundation.org/Foundation/What_We_Do/Minority_Fellowship_Program.aspx
http://www.acsm.org/find-continuing-education/awards-grants/research-grants/dr.-raymond-a.-weiss-research-endowment
http://pittsburghfoundation.org/node/1730
https://home.isi.org/students/fellowships
http://www.emmys.com/foundation/programs/mister-rogers
http://www.spencered.org/students/graduate-scholarships/
http://www.peointernational.org/about-peo-program-continuing-education-pce
http://www.apa.org/apf/funding/scrivner.aspx
https://www.pdsoros.org/apply
http://www.wennergren.org/programs/dissertation-fieldwork-grants
http://www.aera.net/Professional-Opportunities-Funding/AERA-Funding-Opportunities/Minority-Dissertation-Fellowship-Program
https://www.google.com/edu/scholarships/google-sva-scholarship/
https://www.autismspeaks.org/science/grants-program
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Ford Foundation Fellowship Program—Pre-doctoral and Dissertation Fellowships
November 10, 2016 (dissertation); November 17, 2016 (pre-doctoral)
The Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of  the nation’s college and university faculties by increasing 
their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize the educational benefits of  diversity, and to increase the number of  
professors who can and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of  all students.

WTS International Scholarships
November 14, 2016
*Contact OGFA if  interested in applying*

 Helene M. Overly Memorial Graduate Scholarship Scholarship for women enrolled in a  
 transportation-related degree program such as transportation engineering, urban and regional planning,  
 finance, or logistics. Must apply through a local chapter. Local chapter scholarship winners are eligible for  
 the national WTS scholarship.

 Diane Woodend Jones Leadership Legacy Scholarship
 Scholarship for an outstanding young woman pursuing graduate studies working toward a career in   
 transportation or a related field, and who demonstrates a specific interest in advancing transportation  
 innovation in the international arena.

American Psychological Association Elisabeth Munsterberg Koppitz Child Psychology 
Graduate Fellowship
November 15, 2016
The fellowship promotes the advancement of  knowledge and learning in the field of  child psychology in order 
to nurture excellent young scholars for careers in areas of  psychology, such as child-clinical, pediatric, school, 
educational and developmental psychopathology and to support scholarly work contributing to the advancement 
of  knowledge in these areas.

Amelia Earhart Fellowships from Zonta International Foundation 
November 15, 2016
Established in 1938 in honor of  Amelia Earhart, famed pilot and Zonta club member. The
$10,000 Fellowships are granted annually to women pursuing PhD degrees in aerospace-related sciences or 
aero-space-related engineering. Women of  any nationality pursuing a Ph.D./doctoral degree, who demonstrate a 
superior academic record in the field of  aerospace-related sciences or aerospace-related engineering, are eligible 
and encouraged to apply.

American Association of  University Women (AAUW) American Dissertation Fellowship 
November 15, 2016
Fellowships for women pursuing full-time study to complete dissertations, conducting postdoctoral research, or 
preparing research for publication. Female candidates are evaluated on the basis of  scholarly excellence, quality 
and originality of  project design, and active commitment to helping women and girls through service in their 
communities, professions, or fields of  research.

Doctoral (Continued)
GEM Fellowship Program
November 15, 2016

 PhD Engineering Program: The objective of  this program is to offer doctoral fellowships to   
 underrepresented minority students who have either completed, are currently enrolled in a master’s in  
 engineering program, or received admittance into a PhD program directly from a bachelor’s degree   
 program. Fellowships may be used at any participating GEM Member University where the GEM Fellow  
 is admitted.

 PhD Science Fellowship: The goal of  this program is to increase the number of  minority students  
 who pursue doctoral degrees in the natural science disciplines — chemistry, physics, earth sciences,   
 mathematics, biological sciences, and computer science. Applicants to this program are accepted as early  
 as their senior undergraduate year, as well as candidates currently enrolled in a Master’s of  Engineering  
 program and working professionals.

Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships
November 15, 2016
Dissertation stage support for doctoral students whose work offers significant potential for advancing academic 
scholarship related to ethics and/or religion.

Society for Historians of  American Foreign Relations Michael J. Hogan Foreign 
Language Fellowship
November 15, 2016
Fellowship to promote research in foreign language resources by graduate students researching some aspect of  
U.S. foreign relations history.

ACLS/Robert H. N. No Family Foundation Dissertation Fellowship in Buddhist Studies 
November 15, 2016 
The American Council of  Learned Societies (ACLS) announces the third year of  an initiative supporting research 
and teaching in Buddhist studies, funded by a three-year grant of  $6.7 million from The Robert H. N. Ho Family 
Foundation. Working with the Foundation, ACLS offers an articulated set of  fellowship and grant competitions 
that will expand the understanding and interpretation of  Buddhist thought in scholarship and society, strengthen 
international networks of  Buddhist studies, and increase the visibility of  innovative currents in those studies.

Tallahassee Mayoral Fellowship Program
Mid-November
Yearlong fellowship for graduate students to engage with key areas of  City government and serve in invaluable 
front-line positions alongside top leaders of  City Hall. Open to students in public administration, urban and 
regional planning, social sciences, and related fields.

National Institute of  Justice (NIJ) Graduate Research Fellowship Program
November 21, 2016
Supports doctoral students engaged in research that advances NIJ’s mission.

 Social and Behavioral Sciences Track: Supports research in all social and behavioral science  
 disciplines including but not limited to criminology, psychology and sociology.

 STEM Track: Supports research in the life sciences, physical sciences, engineering, computer and   
 information sciences, and the mathematical sciences.
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Jennings Randolph Peace Scholarship Dissertation Program
November 22, 2016
The United States Institute of  Peace sponsors Fellowships to advance research that contributes to a wider 
understanding of  how to manage conflict and build sustainable peace effectively.

Knowles Science Teaching Foundation Fellowship
November 27, 2016
Teaching fellowships for those who commit to teaching mathematics or science as their primary career.

Garden Club of  America Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship in Conservation Horticulture
November 30, 2016
Annual research grant for graduate students in biology, horticulture, or a related field.

Giva, Inc. Semi-Annual Student Scholarship and Worldwide Community Ambassador 
Award
December 1, 2016
Scholarship toward tuition for any graduate student designed to assist students further their education as well as 
their social responsibility and community service footprint in the world.

D. Kim Foundation Grants for Historical Research of  Science, Technology in East Asia
December 1, 2016
The Foundation provides fellowships and grants to support graduate students and young scholars who are 
working in the history of  science and technology in modern East Asia, regardless of  their nationality, origins, or 
gender. Comparative studies of  East Asia and the West as well as studies in related fields (mathematics, medicine 
and public health) are also welcome. English is the official language of  the Foundation. All application materials 
(including sample chapters, papers, and essays) should be written in English.

American Association of  University Women (AAUW) International Fellowships 
December 1, 2016
International Fellowships are awarded for full-time study or research in the United States to women who are not 
U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies at accredited U.S. institutions are 
supported. The overwhelming majority of  fellows return to their home countries to become leaders.

Romance Writers of  America Academic Research Grant
December 1, 2016
Up to $5,000 to develop and support academic research devoted to genre romance novels, writers, and readers. 
The ultimate goal of  the proposals should be significant publication in major journals or as a monograph from 
an academic press. RWA does not fund creative work (such as novels or films). Grant is open to dissertation 
candidates who have completed all course work and qualifying exams.

Doris Duke Fellowships for the Promotion of  Child Well-Being
December 1, 2016
Fellowship to support research that will help prevent child abuse and neglect.

Doctoral (Continued)
SMART Fellowship through the Department of  Defense (DoD)
December 1, 2016
Supports undergraduate and graduate students pursuing degrees in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics disciplines. The program aims to increase the number of  civilian scientists and engineers working at 
DoD laboratories.

Google Scholarships

 Women Techmakers Scholars Program
 December 1, 2016
 Awards for female graduate students in computer science, computer engineering, or closely related   
 technical field. Includes support for the academic year and participation in the Annual Scholars’ Retreat.

 Generation Google Scholarship
 December 1, 2016
 Established to help aspiring computer scientists excel in technology and become leaders in the field.

 Google Lime Scholarship
 December 4, 2016
 Scholarship program to help university students with disabilities work toward their academic goals in the  
 field of  computer science.

NIH Ruth Kirschstein NRSA Predoctoral Fellowship (F31) 
December 8, 2016
To enable promising predoctoral students to obtain individualized, mentored research training from outstanding 
faculty sponsors while conducting dissertation research in scientific health-related fields relevant to the missions 
of  the participating NIH Institutes and Centers.

IMA Research Foundation Grants

 Applied Research
 November 9, 2016
 Funds work that will help bridge the gap between academics and management accounting professionals  
 while contributing to the development of  knowledge in the profession.

 IMA Incubator Grant Program
 December 31, 2016
 Grants for smaller innovative projects.

National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
December 9, 2016
As a means of  increasing the number of  U.S. citizens and nationals trained in science and engineering disciplines 
of  military importance, the Department of  Defense (DoD) plans to award approximately 200 new three-year 
graduate fellowships in April 2016, subject to the availability of  funds. The DoD will offer these fellowships 
to individuals who have demonstrated the ability and special aptitude for advanced training in science and 
engineering.

American Chemical Society Division of  Analytical Chemistry Graduate Fellowship
December 11, 2016 (anticipated)
Both nine-month ($21,000) and summer ($7,000) fellowships for PhD students researching analytical chemistry.
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NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein NRSA Individual Predoctoral Fellowship to Promote Diversity 
in Health-Related Research (F31)
December 13, 2016
To enhance the diversity of  the health-related research workforce by supporting the training of  predoctoral 
students from population groups that have been shown to be underrepresented in the biomedical, behavioral, 
or clinical research workforce. Provides individualized, mentored research training from outstanding faculty 
sponsors while conducting well-defined research projects in scientific health-related fields relevant to the missions 
of  the participating NIH Institutes and Centers.

UNCF-Merck Graduate Science Research Dissertation Fellowships
December (anticipated) 
Open to African American students who are engaged in and within 1-3 years of  completing
their dissertation research and enrolled full-time in a Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree program. 

American Musicological Society Fellowships
December 15, 2016

 Alvin H. Johnson AMS 50 Dissertation-year Fellowships: Dissertation-year support for  
 doctoral students whose degree emphasizes musical scholarship. It is expected that a Fellow’s dissertation  
 will be completed within the fellowship year.

 The Howard Mayer Brown Fellowship: Intended to increase the presence of  minority scholars  
 and teachers of  musicology. The fellowship will support one year of  graduate work for an    
 underrepresented student in musicology at a North American University.

Philanthropic Education Organization (P.E.O.) International Peace Scholarship
Eligibility form must be completed by December 15
The International Peace Scholarship Fund provides scholarships for selected women from other countries   
for graduate study in the United States and Canada. Members of  P.E.O. believe that education is fundamental to 
world peace and understanding.

Association for Education Finance and Policy Grants and Awards
December 31, 2016
See website for more funding opportunities.

 Roe L. Johns Travel Grants: Need-based travel grants awarded to graduate students in the area of   
 education finance and policy who present papers at the AEFP Annual Conference.

 Jean Flanigan Outstanding Dissertation Award: Award in recognition of  exemplary   
 dissertation research in the area of  education finance and policy.

 New Scholars Award: Supports significant research by master’s and doctoral students whose   
 research addresses education finance and policy.

Doctoral (Continued)
Egg Nutrition Center Grant/Fellowship Program
January 1, 2017 (anticipated)
Grant/Fellowship program for those studying the nutritional value of  eggs and egg-related nutrients and the role 
of  eggs in a healthy diet.

American Geosciences Institute Harriet Evelyn Wallace Doctoral Student Scholarships 
for Women
January 4, 2017
American Geosciences Institute Scholarship that supports female geoscientists pursuing a doctoral degree. 
Scholarships provide two years of  support. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents.

Guy Harvey Scholarship Award 
January 5, 2017 by 4 PM
Supports full time graduate students at Florida institutions of  higher education who are conducting research 
related to the biology, ecology, habitat or management of  fish in Florida’s marine environment.

American Medical Association Seed Grant Research Program
January 6, 2017
The program provides grants to support medical students, physician residents, and fellows in conducting 
small research projects. In 2017, the AMA Foundation will be awarding grants of  up to $2,500 in the areas of  
cardiovascular pulmonary diseases, HIV/AIDS, and pancreatic cancer and up to $5,000 in the area of  neoplastic 
diseases for small research projects.

American Association of  Family & Consumer Sciences National Graduate Fellowship 
January 9, 2017
Awards graduate fellowships to individuals who have exhibited the potential to make contributions to the 
family and consumer sciences profession. The field of  family and consumer sciences encompasses the study of  
relationships among people and their personal environments in order to strengthen communities and advance the 
well-being of  individuals and families over their lifespan.

American Association of  University Women (AAUW) Selected Professions Fellowships
January 10, 2017
Fellowships are awarded to women who intend to pursue a full-time course of  study at accredited U.S. institutions 
during the fellowship year in one of  the designated degree programs where women’s participation traditionally 
has been low.

Leaky Foundation Research Grants 
January 10, 2017
Advanced doctoral students whose research is relevant to human origins and evolution may apply for awards 
between $3,000 and $15,000

Inter-American Foundation Ph.D. Grassroots Development Fellowship
January 11, 2017
Fellowships for currently registered students who have advanced to candidacy for the Ph.D. in social sciences, 
physical sciences, technical fields, and the professions related to grassroots development issues. Fellowships 
provide support for field research in independent countries in Latin America or the Caribbean, except for Cuba.
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Doris Duke International Clinical Research Fellowship
January 12, 2017 (anticipated)
Provides an opportunity for up to three US medical students with at least two years of  medical school training 
to complete a yearlong international clinical research project in one of  four locations: India, Kenya, Peru, or 
Tanzania. 

Graduate Women in Science (GWIS) National Fellowships Program
January 13, 2017
The GWIS National Fellowships Program is proud to offer fellowships to help increase knowledge in the 
fundamental sciences and to encourage research careers in the sciences by women. Endowment funds, mostly 
generated from bequests, provide the annual income that supports scientific research done by award winners.

Economic History Association Doctoral and Postdoctoral Grants and Fellowships
January 15, 2017
Grants support graduate and postdoctoral research on every phase of  economic history, broadly defined. 

International Literacy Association Awards and Grants
January 15, 2017

 Elva Knight Research Grant: Grant for research in reading and literacy
 

 Jeanne S. Chall Research Fellowship: Grant to support reading research by promising scholars.

 Helen M. Robinson Grant: Grants for doctoral students to assist at the early stages of  dissertation  
 research in the areas of  reading and literacy
 Steven A. Stahl Research Grant: Support for graduate students who have at least three years of   
 teaching experience and who are conducting classroom research

U.S. Army Center of  Military History (CMH) - Dissertation Fellowships
January 15, 2017
Dissertation Fellowships support scholarly research and writing among qualified civilian graduate students 
preparing dissertations in the history of  warfare.

Link Foundation Modeling, Simulation & Training Fellowships
January 15, 2017
To foster advanced level research in modeling, simulation, and training; to enable Ph.D. students the freedom to 
work on their research full time; and to disseminate research through conferences, journals, & other publications.

American Antiquarian Society Short-Term Visiting Academic Research Fellowships
January 15, 2017
Short-term fellowships for one to three months to allow scholars to visit the National Research Library. Various 
fellowships available to research American history, literature, and/or culture through 1876.

Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship
January 15, 2017
Awarded alternately in the fields of  Greek and French. Must be unmarried woman 25-25 years of  age who has 
completed all doctoral requirements except the dissertation.

Predoctoral Fellowship in Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
January 15, 2017
Fellowship to support the training of  practitioners in behavioral health services and prevention. Designed for 
students in clinical, counseling and school psychology, and other psychology doctoral students whose training 
prepares them for careers in behavioral health services. Minorities are especially encouraged to apply.

Department of  Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship 
January 18, 2017
First year of  graduate students in engineering, mathematics, or the physical, computer, or life sciences are eligible 
to apply. The DOE has a special interest in encouraging the development of  the next generation of  scientists and 
engineers who can lead the application of  high performance computing to problems in their disciplinary areas.

AAMFT Minority Fellowship Program
January 20, 2017 (anticipated)

 Doctoral Fellowship: Fellowship for doctoral students enrolled in a Marriage and Family Therapy  
 doctoral program interested in service provision to the nation’s youth.

 Dissertation Completion Fellowship: Fellowship for doctoral students enrolled in a Marriage  
 and Family Therapy doctoral program who have completed all required pre-dissertation core courses.

American College of  Sports Medicine Research Grants and Awards
January 20, 2017

 Dr. Raymond A. Weiss Research Endowment: Established for ACSM students studying   
 exercise science. One project will be funded for applied research, with the intent of  applying the results to  
 programs involving physical activity and sports. 

 ACSM Foundation Doctoral Student Research Grant: Research grants for doctoral students  
 up to $5,000 for a one-year period. The awards are to be used for experimental subjects, supplies, and  
 small equipment needs.

 Carl V. Gisolfi Memorial Fund: Grant designated to encourage research in thermoregulation,  
 exercise, and hydration. In support of  the mission to increase diversity at ACSM, special consideration is  
 given to minority applicants and proposals addressing minority health issues.

 NASA Space Physiology Research Grant: Grant for doctoral students researching in the area  
 of  exercise, weightlessness, and musculoskeletal physiology.

Parkinson’s Disease Foundation Summer Student Fellowship
January 23, 2017
Fellows work under the close supervision of  a sponsor who is an expert in the Parkinson’s community and 
oversees the project.

Doctoral (Continued)
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Intercollegiate Studies Institute Graduate Fellowships 
January 23, 2017
Supports the study of  students who intend to use their advanced degree to teach or pursue graduate work related 
to the American founding.

NOAA Fisheries/Sea Grant Graduate Fellowship
January 27, 2017
Joint National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration Fisheries/Sea Grant graduate fellowship program in 
Population and Ecosystem Dynamics and Marine Resource Economics for PhD students to provide real-world 
experience to graduate students and accelerate their career development.

Josephine de Karman Fellowship 
January 31, 2017
Recognize and assist students whose scholastic achievements reflect Professor von Karman’s high standards.

Spencer Educational Foundation Graduate Scholarships
January 31, 2017
Scholarships for master’s and pre-dissertation Ph.D. students studying education.

Center for Retirement Research at Boston College Dissertation Fellowship Program
January 31, 2017
The program is funded by the U.S. Social Security Administration and provides funding opportunities for 
doctoral candidates to pursue cutting-edge research on retirement income issues.

The Office of  Graduate Fellowships 
and Awards

ogfa.fsu.edu
ogfa-info@fsu.edu

(850) 645-0850

Honors, Scholars and Fellows House
Suite 4001E | 127 Honors Way

Tallahassee, FL 32306
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